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contract offer from Bellator. "The Huntington Beach Bad Boy" says he had no interest in continuing on with Bellator after his first stint in the organization, leaving to sign with
the UFC. Ortiz revealed his decision after his training partner and UFC Hall of Famer Sean McCully suffered an eye injury and had to undergo surgery. "I didn't want to be in this
position," he said. "I wanted to be an MMA fighter. I started going to a gym and I started training and I was the youngest fighter there by far. So, I started moving up in age and
time and they said to me, 'Hey we want to sign you to a contract.' And I'm like, 'No thanks. I want to be a UFC fighter, so let me be an MMA fighter first and let me be like six to
eight fights in, instead of one to three.' I said no thanks." Ortiz explained why he chose to turn down Bellator to continue his career. "It was my decision," he said. "I didn't do

anything wrong or anything. It's just my decision. I want to be an MMA fighter. I'm a black belt in Tae Kwon Do. I want to be an MMA fighter. I wasn't doing that. I wasn't getting
fights. I wasn't being paid that much. I was doing the promotions and them paying me to take part in the promotions and nothing came of it. So when they offered me the

contract, I was like, 'Nah, I'm still going to be an MMA fighter.'" Ortiz also expressed his dismay at his ex-teammates not doing the right thing. "I'm sorry for the guys I had in the
UFC," he said. "I don't know if they have their own gym or if they just go out looking for a gym and
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